sions, East European Accessions Index, Southern Asia Accessions List,
New Serial Titles.
3. Canad,iana.
4. Current Caribbean Bibliography.
5. The end edidon of the Union List of Serials and, its Supplements, and
numerous regional union lists.
6. Robert B. Downs' American Library Resources; a Bibliographical
Guide.
7. Dissertation Abstracts.
8. United Nations Documents Index.
9. The List of translations issued by the John Crerar Library for the
Special Libraries Association under a conract with the National Science
Foundation and a grant from the American Iron and Steel Institute.
ro. The Union List of Microfilms issued by the philadelphia Bibliographical Center and Union Library Catalogue and the clearing house of
microfilming projects ar LC.
rr. The U. S. Government Research Reports, issued by the Office of Technical Services in the Departmenf of Commerce.
rz. The Southwest Missouri Library Service Inc., Springfield, Mo., project,
demonstrating for the first time the feasibility of cooperative-centralized
processing (including a union catalog of acquisitions) between small
independent public libraries.
r3. On the foreign scene,numerous national bibliographies, union catalogs,
lists of foreign publications received, etc., have been created since rg4o.
14. On the international scene there has been much activity, not only in
the special subject interest of specialized inrergovernmental agencies,
but radiating from the general interest of organizations such as the
International Federation for Documentation, the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), and particularly Unesco. This is
a
(Jnesco's principal
1v!o.le chapter by itself; for a mere lisring of
activities with respect to libraries, bibliography and documentition has
been found to require some 14 columns ofprinted texr (g).

V. certain activitiesstill in the planning or study stageshourd.arsobe
mentioned;for example:
r. The plans of the Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials for a
3rd edition of the Zett.
z. Plans of several historical groups and LC for a National Register of
Manuscript Collections.

3. Tle survey of resourcesfor Slavic Studiessponsoredby ARL.
4. The survey of resourcesfor Middle East Studiessponsored by the
SocialScienceResearchCouncil.
5. The survey.of American lirerary manuscripts sponsored by the Modern
Language Association.
6.
t9 photogaphed resources for historical studies sponsored
Jh.. Bujde
by the American Historical Association.
7. Publication of the pre-r956 imprints in the National Union Catalog,
under study by the Committee on Resources, RTSD.
8. The-pilot pr-oject for "cataloging in source" being execured by LC.
g. work toward international coordination of catalJging rules under the
sponsorship of IFLA.

9.

work toward cooperarive microdlming of olficial gazettesunder the
sponsorshipof ARL.
ientralized processingcenters under study or development by the
California StateLibrary and other states.
rz. Problemsof copyright in photocopyingunder study by the.l-oint Libraries Committee 6n Cop^yrightin'Photocopying of ARL, ALA, and
SpecialLibrariesAssociation.
r3. Inquiry into the legal, administrative,bibliographic and communica'
tions basesfor regionally-coordinatedreference services-Dr' Harry J'
Krould.
I make no apology for the length of these lists which--you all recognize
-could be extinded much furtlier. For if we wish to know the position
with respect to resources,it would seem to be a first necessitythat we in'
lo.

which has a responsibility for planning.
But I woul-cl like to convey with the question a suggestion as to ob-
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This is the-objective which I would suggestto our committee on
Resources as a stimulus t-o its planning. ThiJ is an objective worthy
of our
professionalresponsibility.
REFERXNCES
t. ALA Bulletin,5r:862. Dec. rg57. For the terms of reference of the Board
on Resourc€s see lbid.,5o:72r. Dec. 1956.
z. Ibid.,5r:867. Dec. rg57.
clapp, V. w., "unesco's program: Libraries, Bibriographic services, Documenta. 3.
tion, A Catalog of Principal Activiiies. American nocumirtition,
jir27-r84. Apr. 1956.
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The PublicLibrary-AnEducational
lnstitution?*
Rer,pn A. IJr,vBrrNc, Director
Pub lic Library, D etr oi.t,Mich.

tTtHE
PUBLIC library, which was pioneered in this country, is one of
great contributions to education. Its purpose and function
America's
I
are unlike those of university libraries, whidh, first in the old world and
later in the new worlcl. were established to servestudents and scholars,and

a collective sense.
But they are not alike. In the first place, the public library systemsof
America are in difierent stages of development. Even more significant,
however, is the fact that the needs of the communities they serve are vastly
different. The crossroadslibrary serving a hornogenous clientele is small

institutions.
claim to being an edupublic library-lays
The public library-any
cational institution. If it is, then it has positive obligations which can be
fulfilled only by positive efiorts to reflect this fact in the opelating assignments of the stafi, in the organization of the library, and in the book selec-

* Paper presented at the progmm meeting of the Resoutces and Technical
Division of ALA, San Francisco, July 16, 1958.
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ServiCes

but becauseof failure to win administrative
endorsement at that time, it
lhis plan, called Reader Interest Classi_
re Adult Education Specialist at ALA,
Bryson, whose interest in library adult
e final answer that is needed. But it is

page summing up of his impressions
Indian Library Assn.,v. e, i,lo. e, ,9
departmenr of the Detroit public Li_
relves is based on an engaging parrern
rsic inrerests of humanlifi. Logically
-herefore, it is not Aristotelianl The
classification have one feature in com_
F attempt to divide knowledge into
r man's life is not fragmentaiy. For
rp a home or have children, thi com_

oots in the community, and to de_
of book selections and book service.
elevant purpose, the readers, interest
rsed to organize large collections of
h analy tical schemeiof classification
_ I quote this somewhat philosonh
here primarily as a plea to'leaders'ir
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The second item I wish to sPeak o
est, resources, its professional person:
forward. have been made in reducinp
spent on the routine oPerations nec(
oi books into a librarY, out of it, anr

ButthepubliclibraryisnotoneofthemedraolmaliliculllluuurL4Lrvrr
services on a mass basis' Ten
and should ,ro, otgurrir! iit r""au*ental
National Commission
vears aso. when I *u"u merrrber of the United States

ffi'df;,rao;i-#d"

to haveli;-iil" ir," ri*io of my persuasiveness,

me that a precise disbraries so recognized.'nu.rrtrrutty it became cliar to
kept librari:s oul
proper'
and
sound
recognize'as
tinction which I no*,
a mass medlum $ one
of the mass communication-category' To that body
forrn. All listensingle
a
is distr"ibuted widely in
through which u *.r*t"
the TV' The
from
or
iadio
the
out of
ers hear identical *;;;.|*i"S
at the
articles
same
the
and
pict"res
sime
magurir,e uti"gr1h.
;;;ly
in
itsusability
of
same rime into all homei that subscribe for it, regardless
mouon
unlrl(e
ut the public library'
'ovide in individualized service for

Th;;;l; u Jung., tr,ar the librarianswho musr function
;; ,r.i";d:
their bestpo;; ;;;dt"g .6rrrrr.lot, *"y rtp"* into somethinglessthan
classified
6thers'
by
!Y 9th:T'
tential,if newbooksare,"'rrtti themselecte{
with
fully catalog.aly ott.rr,-una ,"uay to be placedo" thtf::ler-shelf'
judgment
their
exercise
to
reqirired
being
not
,n" b"uii. irni.i librarians
ti.p i" the entiie piotett' On this-problem'Dr' Das
on the booksat
in the
""i
/t,rnro is T mev nrrote h'im aEain. has some interesdng things to say
Vorld' of Booksorld of books and of knowledge)'''
rok-selection, classification-cataloging'
lssistance to readers' For a better inan with the world of knowledge and
to be imaginatively set uP and efiecation alon6 does not achieve' In the
fiessional librarian is better integrateC
,ig metropolitan system.of Detroit' in
paritte btutt.h librarian is actively
'readers' inlying books according to
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Librar"l Obiectiuesand'Booh SelectionPoliciesDetroit Public Library
t954
SePtember'
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each title under consideration,thesestandardsmust vary, dependingon the
availability of materials and the availability of funds. with all the exigencies that can and do develop in the courseof years,the excellenceof a book
selection policy will depend less on carefully defined criteria for judging
books than on:
t) The careful practicesestablishedto sift and resift books under con-

Reference-Researchdepartments are all questionable. Many, if not most
all of them, are such highly specialized items that the general reader
would not likely be interested inthem.
Can such a division of responsibility operate outside a great metropolitan library? I believe it can and srrouta, and that servici to millions

charged with dereliction of duty. Far more practical and beneficial, it
seemsto me, would be for these smaller libraries to concentrate their book
funds on providing for materials which will meet the informational needs
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problem here pointed to, but the widespread creation of regional libraries
may be years in becoming a reality.
Up io this point, I hive spoken only of the books required b1 nullic
libraiies for thi so-called generat reader service. Let me now speak briefly
on the books for study and research by specialists.
One of the major changes that has iome in the-past 99T9" and a half
to many large pudlic libr#es is an increasing need-for lighly specialized
i"portr, and printed records lenerally, from around the
books,'t"upi
world. Industries which ure the economic life blood of cities now compete
in the markets of the world, both for raw products and for customers'
for.the most
This fact has brought to the Detroit Public iibrary re-qu-e-st:
detailed informatidn on the Indians who work in the Bolivian tin mines,
even on the number and duration of their religious observances, all with
a view to determining in advance reasonablJ production schedules' In
another instance the iall was for material on quite another part of the
world-Egypt.
In that case the need was for seisonal rainfall lSure1 f-or
the Nile V"l.y,
the extent and character of roads, the intensity of the
heat, and othe; factors that might have a bearing on the spraying- of cotton crops. These are cited *"tJly as examples to show the breadth of resources that must be available in a large pitftic library today to meet the
completely unpredictable needs of its community.
But the breadth of information required is now matched by the need
for depth. Prior to world war II the United states de_pended-heavily on
Europl for exploratory research. With the virtual collapse of Germany
and ihe breakiown of established patterns of activity elsewhere on the
continent, America was forced to lobk to its own genius for new developments. The story of what happened can best be told with figures. In t935
the total amount spent on r&iarch in this country was $zoo,ooo,ooo (onefifth of a billion). by t94t, rwo years after the start of the war in Europe,
this had increased foui and half times, to $goo,ooo,ooo. The last year of
the war, rg45, the figures had grown to one and a half billion dollars. Five
years later, rgbo, even that high figr
it had doubled again. By the end of
lion dollars, ffioo/o more than twenl
was due in part to the Federal gove
Industry has expanded its Programr
government. And research wherevel
libraries.
since university libraries are too seldom sufficiently close -at hand for
practical use by iniustriat research organizations, many of the large public
iibraries are perforce having to develop their book resources in sufficient
depth to ,rrppott such reseaich activities in the commqnity' The need for
these resources has shown not only in the daily requests but in another
curious way as well. In the competition between corporations for the
highly trained talent necessary to gaTy 9n their programs,.indusfty has
foind ir necessary to give the specialisis being- soughC detailed informathat will be available to work with.
rion on the kind of liSrary ..ro^rrt
",
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. This type of bench mark we feel is essentialto an orderly planned
development.

meaningful. For the orher facer of public library service-the specialized
servrces--{norrnousexpansion in breadth and depth of the book resourcesare necessary.
In concluding, may I say that no public library that I know of has
even approached its ultimate development. None ever will. public Iibraries collect and transmit according to the needs that develop around.
them. In a great urban center, and in the world. at large, problettt, are
.19

spawned faster than they can be defined-much less resolved. And since
hluman problems and the knowledge ro cope with them have no terminal
poinr, p"uti. libraries can have none. Todiy public libraries stand in mid'
iourse; their greatestaccomplishments lie ahead.

on
Too Much and Too Little;Observations
the CurrentStatusof UniversitY
Libra Resources.
ReYNanP C' SweNr, Director
Stanford, Calif orni'a
Libraries,
Stanford, Uniuersity
that I
,THE
CURRENT status of library resourcesis an elusive topic
the
uni
of
position
*utify in this effort to represent the
I ft"".lf.iti.a
to
paPer
this
of
scope
the
n6tity. It was futile, for example, to try within
a
whether
asked
If
what?
for
Evaiute
evaluate the resources themseives.
from
no'
answer
would
I
enough-resources,
had
library
gt.ut ,rrriuersity
yes'
3ne poirrt of vilw. tf asked whethJr it had too many, I-.wouldanswer
small
too
is
library
The
from another. And I would be right both times.
and yet too large. In trying to .o!. with this paradox we continue feverishly'with one"hand to ex"tend the collectioni, while with the other we
pro6" ,raruously for ways to cons*ain them, to create optimum selections
for
if *urrug"uble'size. In one breath we cry for quantity, i:1h:.next
the
of
manifestation
to
explorJthis
paradox
quality. it is this
that I want
.trrrru'di.ro.y and confused conceptions wdich guide the university library
in the acquisition and disposition of resources.
The siatus of the university library in the academic world is changing;
of
it, .,rrr.nt position is difficuli to estimate. The rising intellectual tide
of
the
role
The
another.
after
one
position
the century has engulfed
scholar has been revolutionized; his life and habits have been transformed
since the day he worked alone in his private study. The methods and organization ol research have been altered profoundly.-There is no reason to
i.rppor. that the status of the library is any more final than that of research
or of the scholar himself.
our confusion arises from the difficulty of assessingour position in
what begins to resemble another intellectual revolution, perhaps as great
as the oie that created the modern university. This new revolution, like
* Paper presented at the Program meeting of the Resourcesand Technical Services
Division of ALA, San Francisco,JuIy t6' t958.
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rn our darker moods we have tended to emphasize the phrase "important-scholarship-."A great many books deserveour attentioir, perhaps most
of them; some have changed the world. But how many are just grist in the
academic mill! About this time we take Barzun's teachLr ii Americar
,2la

down frorn the shelf and reread a number of tasty bits about the academic
nonsensethat has causedmuch of our trouble. We meditate then about all
the information that was never worth discovering, the ideas that never
needed expressing, and the books that never should have been written' If
only the academic world itself were more discriminating, if only it could
practice some measure of verbal economy, the problem of the library might
be solved.
There is some sense in this. Somewhere in the blind rush of discovery
there is need of evaluation and synthesis. It is just as important now to
seelife whole as it was a century ago; it is only more difficult. The academic
man might well forego the discovery of some new facts in order to digest
the ones he already has and turn them to human use. Knowledge is infinite,
and the everlasting pursuit of it will do no good unless we can still sift the
more meaningful from the less and perceive the essence.
Thus the goal of the carefully selected, well rounded library is still
valid-the library that the mind and spirit can embrace. Indeed, it is
needed now more than ever before. The range and magnitude of resources
in the modern library are beyond the capacity of any one man to comprehend. The Iibrary has become an enormous conglomeration, the greater
and still increasing part of which is rarely used by anybody..The improbable and the unlikely have enEulfed the likely and the certain.
This thinking, especially when supported by financial necessity,commends a policy of ruthless choice, not only in the acquisition of additional
books but also in the weeding out of those already acquired. It commends
discrimination, proportion, and balance in the molding of a library that
can be used with the greatest possible effect and efficienry. It argues for a
library that is well within the means of every maior university and that
satisfiesa cument, significant local need. Moreover, it is consistent with
the recent reemphasis on undergraduate education, particularly general
education, in the university curriculum. The university itself has begun
to realize that the essenceof learning has been dissipated in the proliferation of knowledge, that summary and evalution are still basic to the education of man.
Yet the proliferation of knowledge continues. The exploration of the
unknown leads by definition to paths that are neither likely nor certain.
Nothing is more improbable than great discoveriesnot yet made; and who
can evaluate in advance the seemingly off-beat investigations from which
they sometimes come? And books are the record, in many fields of raw
material, of discovery. It is a platitude that any scrap of poor paper indented with pale print might sometime reveal something of value to somebody. Probably not; but should the librarian judge? Dare he ruthlessly
choose? Can he commit to oblivion any appreciable part of the record
without violence to his calling? Can he assume the mantle of prophecy
by declaring that these are useful but those are uselessbits of knowledge?
There is sensein this too, such compelling senseas to justify the amassing of even our larsest collections, however costly, inefficient, and incomprehensible. Even though it is clear that the universe of knowledge, like
.99

.rcumscribed by the university, the li
; the goal of completeness, the fullest
urces,is also still a valid objective.
re one hand and of coverage on the
:nia in the best of us. Both objectives
nes they catch us coming and going
between them. Discovery has always
of new positions; the expansion of
thesesand evaluations. Again, at this
ve from a new period of transition in
the structure of the intellectual world, a period in which these two objectives only appear to be in conflict. r have^no doubt rhar we will srill hive
coverage in the future and we will also have selection, but not necessarily
in the same old places.
such transitions have occurred before, and possibly with every bit as
much confusion. The whole history of the .ou'eruge ind selection of library resources is embellished with conflicts over-where and how thev
should be k-ept. Even their presenr disposition is still not gracefury aiggpted by all members of tht faculty. it might be reassuriig, if noi enlightening, to re-examine the past ut d pr.r"it from this poin'i of view.
I
_expectthat every true schblar wouid srill hang the library if only he
could get all of his books back into his private ,t,iay. Thir impulse is so
:r he lost this battle, he still adheres
rber of library books should never be
) a tolerant view of this. For centuries
te library and worked as hard as any
ancial stress, to achieve what we now
arning, and his scholarship depended
of his personal book collection.
up the struggle. Ifowever reluctantly,
his library effort with that of his colhis private library; and he still has it,
He relinquished the goal of coverage
ned two things: the everyday tools of
his specialty and the broader selection of best boof.s that enriched his personal life.
whether this agency of broader base was first a school, an institutg or
the university itself, my history does not tell me; but we know that eventually rt wa_sthe university. we know also that the library of the college that
antedated the university was small and relatively unimportant. Bu1 once
the scholar transferred his loyalty from his private to hiiuniversity library
he labored zealously-to strengthen the lattei. The library of the university
came alive. The university was now the center of learning, and the community-of scholars depended upon a common library resource.2 This was
a significant transition. Indeed, to some extent it is still going on as the
private research libraries, begun fifty or more years ago, of some of the
elder members of our faculties are finally-bequearhed to ttre university.
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So the university library, as a device to deal with the expansion of recorded knowledge, had a recent beginning. The scholarly traditions upon
which it was based were old, but the method was new, as were the place
and the scholar's relationship to it. It was a responseto necessity,a product
of growth. Possibly nobody really wanted it, but few could deny it.
When the confusion of loyalties that attended this transition had been
resolved, the university libraiy had a clear field. With the help of the faculty it now assumedthe full responsibility for amassingthe printed record,
and it was equal to the task for a number of decades.It was not, I suppose,
until the rg3o's-again my history is wanting-when the new structure
began to creak. I think it was about that time when the generations of
free-wheeling, acquisitive librarians began to succumb to the present breed
(myself included) of penny-pestered,size-conscious,schizophrenic administrators. It took the depression, coupled with the distinguished successof
our predecessorsin building collections, to bring on our present dilemma.
For one thing, some faculties, particularly in the sciencesand professional schools,never had fully transferred their loyalties to the university
library as such. Not being so oppressedby an over-abundance of resources
as other faculties, or merely preferring to keep their books closer to themselves,or perhaps still distrusting this new super-library scheme,they had
continued to maintain school and department libraries for a selection of
their essential books. Nobody seemsto have worried about this as long as
the goal was simply to acquire more books. But when the pressure for
economy, for the reduction of duplication, and for gteater efficiency of
management set in, some administrators undertook to complete the transition to a centralized university library. They did not always succeed,and
perhaps fortunately so, because now that the general library is twice as
large as it was then, it doesn't seemvery efficient either, and the newest trend
is back toward decentralization. In any case, these department libraries
still hold a position somewhere between the main university library and
the working part of the scholar's private library. They represent, in one
degree or another, the valid need of keeping at home a substantial though
Iimited part of the books in a special field and of falling back on a larger,
general reservoir for marginal materials and for the storage of infrequently
used books when spaceat home is exhausted.
Another early symptom of distress was the browsing room. If the department library is regarded as analogous to the working part of the scholar's private library, augmented and one steP removed, the browsing room
may be likened to the other part. Granted that, where browsing libraries
are concerned, the gentleman was sometimes confused with the scholar, the
general idea was to set apart from the indistinguishable massesof research
materials a comprehensible selection of best books. The main collections
had grown so large as to become inefiective in the stimulation of thoughtful, discriminating reading. They now failed to inspire a senseof values,
to enrich the understanding, or to sharpen the critical and interpretative
faculties. In efiect, the browsing room was a new synthesisin the disposition of library books.
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It did not, howevet, succeed very well. The idea was sound; it responded to a perennial need that is still keenly felt. But the method was
inadequate. Basically, the room had no curricular counterpart; it was extra-curricular. It looked and felt like a bit of flufi on rhe academic tide.
Not until the tide itself was turned did the idea begin to take realistic
form. rn response to the same need. there followed in due course a revival
of general education as against the proliferation of special studies. The
as to fragment the whole man. The
embodied with greater substancein
ever the specific form it may take, is a
of record. It is quality as against
the accurnulation of raw data. The
very con^t_emplationof it improves our mental health, in that it promises
new fulfillment of a major iesponsibility that had necessarilybein sacrificed to other responsibilities. this sacrihce,of course, had never been required of the college librarian. rndeed, the undergraduate library is a college library, re-created within the university.
The u,ndergraduate library, however, ofiers no appreciable relief frorn
the growth of the researchcoliections. It is a pailiative but not a cure. The
quantitative problems of coveragestill harasJevery large university, as the
collections overflow the stacks into attics and. basementselsewhere.Thus
storage becomes another symptom of distress. The formalizatjon of book
storage has the willing approval of probably no faculty in the country.
Again, no one really wants it. yet some universities have found it necestuy to erect specialized storage buildings to supplement the main stack.
These buildings do ofier relief, but still no long ierm c're. They can cut
the cost of retaining existing little-used collections, and. they can cushion
the eventual transfer of collections to more distant places; but in rwenry,
forty, or eighty years rhey will have overshadowed the main libraries of
many universities. The ogre of exponential growth will have merely been
shunted to the backyards of our campuses.
AI these organizational devices-the scholar's private library, the
_
scho_oland department libraries, the main university library, the undergraduate library, and the storage library-all
have served on ihe one hand
to extend the overall coverage of book resourcesor on the other to separate selected collections from the whole. The extension of coverage has
entailed the progressive pooling of less frequently used resources in larger
organizational units, a processthat has been accompanied by further spJcialization and selectivity in the earlier, smaller units. The newer lirger
units have been superimposed upon but have not supersededthe earlier
ones-As the responsibility for the coverageof lessfrequently used materials
has been transferred to larger units, the earlier ones have been focussed
more sharply upon frequent local needs, such as the working tools of special
fields and the general selections of best books. Each stageln this progression has resulted to some degree in confusion and the conflict of loyalties,
becausean ever increasing proportion of the total resourcescomes to rest
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the individin more distant places under agencies farther removed from
ual scholar.
The next transition to agenciesbe)
has, of course, already begun-maY bt
Although it is apparent that the unive
with all its own library needs, the subr
the development of extra-university l'
probably the cudgel of necessity. The
fied role for the university library'
policy of the individual library will n'
of reference.
The general nature of this reorientation seems reasonably clear even
now. As the individual scholar once relinquished his responsibility forlibrary coverage to the department and main libraries of the university, the
for
univ'ersity fifirary must noW relinquish some of its responsihrlity, first
of
p,arts
large
for,increasingly
then
a few troublesome classesof materials,
library
university
the
that
not
mean
does
This
resources.
the universe of
will become smaller; on the contrary' I would expect it to continue to
gt * fttg"t. It simply means that theiibrary will acquire. locally a smaller
proportion of the lotal, that it will become more selective wltnrn a unli.rr'" tttu, is growing faster than itsetf. It will tend to focus more dosely on
local institutional needs and to respr
search in progress, while the more l
completeness is gradually reassigne
dominant goal of the individual uni
other organizational units before it, I
Ttre idea is clear enough, but the method of its implementation is not'
Two problems musr be faied: first, clarification of the basesof local selection ind, second, establishment of extra-university agencies to extend the
coverage of materials that cannot be a-cquired locally' We may now exeach of these problems, which are in efiect a re-statement of
"*i""Li.ny
valid need of both completeness and
the two horns of our dilemma-the
selectivity.
If the individual university library must become more selective,which
books should be kept at home and which resigned to the next more remote
stagesof accessibiliiy? It is one thing to select books for an undergraduate
libiary; it is another to choose arnong resources for research. The answer
seems to lie somewhere in the analysis of resources and of tlteir uses and
in the determination of their best distribution through various stages-of
from department libraries and browsing room_son up. This
"L"rritirity,
is not so simple as -the identification of more or less
,ror"oo"r,
analysis,
freouentlv used titles. It consists of the identification of categories of mater'
ials'and the definition of their relevance to scholarly needs, past, Present,
and future. Herman Fussler has noted that "there may be, in many fields,
millions
reai and predictable difierences among little-used books."s When
of titles ire to be sorted, only a knowledge of these categorical difierences
will enable us to dispose them to the greatest advantage'
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The selectionof categoriesfor the university library will depend first,
asalways,upon the objectivesof the institution-rhe levelsof teaihing and
researchand the definition of central and marginal fields. Second,ii will
depend--and this is where we are most weakl-upon the analysisof resourcesin those fields. The nature, extent, and uies of library resources
vary widely from field to field. And third, it will depend upon such variables as cost, rarity, bulk, and durability. Irowever desirable some resources
T"ght be, their acquisition by the'individual library might never
be practical. rt is the seconldfactor ttrat needsour -ort tr.g"rrt aitention.
, Th"- analysisof resourcesby fields involves first the varying roles that
books,-journals,and other marerials play in the serviceof schdlarship.In
some fields, particularly the physical ,.i.rr.", (except history of science),
their role is reportorial-trraf is, they report, as well as summarize,teach,
and popularize,the resultsof past research.rn the historical disciplines,
some materials are reportorial (the secondarysources)and otheri docurrts of early investigations,including
rf courseshift their role to the docuine. T"hen,in other fields, such as litresourcesplay a third role in addition

stantivs
in thatbooks
in ,r."i,.#l1]r*TlJ',ft'gljt*:ff:Xil;:?*

study-the novel, the poem, the illustraiion. And these may also shift their
role to the documentiry when used as historical evidence. Indeed,
every
boot, regardless of its nature or initial purpose, eventually becomes parr
of the retrospective documentation of its time.
These functions are useful to the analpis of resources by date and place
of publication, physical form, authorship, or other characteristics. Date,
for example, has different. meanings in the reportorial and documentary
functions. rn the reportorial it suggests the timeriness of the information
reported; in the documentary it indicates the period documented. rn the
substantive function, as in literature, authorship has a special, personalized significance which is larqely lacking in the reportori"l, where the objectivity of the data is more important. The
iournal, as a form of publication, plays a particularly significant reportorial role in the sciences.
some data are already available from citation and other studies of use,
such as those by Fussler,aStevens,sMcAnally,o and Gosnell.z These data in
general
_suggest-and -again I give credit to Fussler,s who has thought
deeply aborrt these problems-that in some disciprines, particularly the"experimental sciences,a relatively small selection of recent books and journals, weII within the reach of most maior universities, wiil satisfy a very
high proportion of current research neids. Conversely, the satisfaction oi
the last few percentaee points of need wilr require Lxtremely large collections, the great bulk of which will be used very infrequently, ir atitt. r"
the historical disciplines, however, this line is fuzzy, bicause use is more
evenly spread throughout a larger proportion of the total literature, so
large a proportion, in fact, that no university can hope to satisfy at home
a very high percentage even of current need.
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zatiola by subject fields, notably the Farmington plan. This type of superstructure appears to be useful as a supplement to the existing structure but
inadequate as a long-term solution to the problem of exponential growth.
By this method the university library, which is becoming more generally
selective, would become less selective in the field of its specialty. Eventually, if pursued long enough, this imbalance would seri-ouslydistort the
university collection, as the relatively unselecred.quantities of books in one
field loom ever Iarger beside the regular collecrion. Arso, the national distrrbutron of resourceswould in time bear lessand less relationship to the
distribution of need. rncreasing proportions of the resourcesneeded by one
university would be scattered among the others, without benefit of uny
direct method of centralized access.There is the further likelihood that
the.program of some universities might change in such degree as to render
their own specialtiesof little use to ihemselvis. Then, *e-*uy nore a sug..fringe" irom ..core-,'
gestion
-by Rolland Stevens that the separation of
materials often does not follow subject lines.eHowever .tref.tl a $ystematic
plan of subject specialization may 6e for limited purposes, the solution of
the long-tern problem will, I expecr, have to resi on-other methods.
type of supersrructure thar might help to do the job is ex{l^t{:t
emplified by the Midwest rnter-Library cenler. This embryonii library's
library of- record has, r understand, already experimented with all tire
sources
-of acquisition noted above. rt does acquire for the region some
kinds of current peripheral materials, such as government documents and
foreign newspapers. It does store fringe maierials withdrawn from the
participating libraries-college catalogs, textbooks, and the like. It does
acquire blocks of retrospective materials that are not widely availab,lethe Evans microtexts, for example-and files that are unsually costly or
bulky. It is, moreover, capable of great expansion as an organizationai device. It can supplemenr withour distorring the individual library, and, it
does not scatter fringe materials by subjects.Its clear long-term goal could
well be the full coverage of marginal resources for libraries that are resigned to a future policy of greater selectivity. It is a new general book
stack, one step further removed from the department libiary and the
scholar's private library.
The MILC is, however, regional. If it were the true prototype, then
sirnilar centers should be anticipated in other regions. yei simiiar conditio-nsdo not appear to exist in other regions, nor is it clear that they ever
will. The resources of the Far West, for example, are strung out in a line
r5oo miles long. The quest of research materials, moreover, is typically
national, or even international, in scope, not regional. Even the MILC
recognizes this fact in its support of the national union catalog, as against
a regional catalog, and in its adrninistration of the foreign newspaper
microfilm project, which includes libraries throughout thd country. we
may also note that the collections at MILC, like those at the New England
Deposit Library, are .ro little used that they might well be sufficieit for
the whole country, possibly for the whole world. This suggeststhat such a
center, at least while it is still small, could perhaps be more amply financed
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especially by the historical disciplines.
A serious problem of such a center, as exemplified by the MILC, still
seems, however, to be the reluctance of some librarians, or their faculty
constituents, to transfer the necessary degree of responsibility and loyalty
to the center.lo While acknowledging intellectually the paradox of their
situation, they neverthelessstill do not, or cannot, modify their local ac-

future, we hope, will be very much longer.
Even now, I should think that an inter-library center would ofier a
practical alternative to the local selection or discard of doubtful materials.
As long as the university stands alone, each lib,rarian makes unilateral decisions about books that are presented for possible acquisition. There are
exceptions, of course, but mostly each librarian independently Preserves
or commits to oblivion whatever books come to hand. The center, how-

expansion at another.
upon
The progressive specialization and interdePendence oJ fields, and the
pooling bf resources, lead inevitably to broader b-asesof organizationunless, of course, some technological development changes our perspective
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of the disposition of resources. The full realization of the inter'library
center will undoubtedly depend upon the invention of.devices that are
more efiective than the carnera in ieproducing materials and faster than
the mails in transmitting them frorr place to place. The possibilities of
electronic reproduction and transmission suggestthat distance, as a deterrent to inter-library centers, might some time be largely removed. I shall
not elaborate upon this possibility, except to point out that our faculties
would still probably hang the library-and
I mean our present university
library-if
by some miracle of technology the full coverage of their fields
could again be restored to their private studies-if, having come full circle,

must, and yet to insure the full coverage required by research, as I believe
we also must, requires the pooling of some resourcesat an extra-university
Ievel' The issue is not seleitivity"aersus coverage; it is selectivity plus coverage.
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The Searchfor a Utopiaof Acquisitions
and Resources*
EowrN E. Wrr,r,r.q'nns
Assi.stantLi,brarian f or Booh Selection
Harvard College Library, Cambridge, Mass.

NE OF Utopia's attractions as a subject is that it can be approached
without any particular preparation; ignorance may even be an
advantage rather than a handicap. Plato, for example, was memorably
successful in this field, yet he had little training in the sctences,he presumably was unacquainted with any language or literature save his own,
and he knew nothing at all of medieval or modern history.
Research was not required; but habits are hard to give up, and it
would have seemed immoral, regardless of how reasonable it was, to write
or speak without first consulting the bound volumes of.Library Literature,
reading or re-reading an article or two, and browsing a little on aPPropriate shelves in the stacks. As an exflrse for indulgence in this ritual,
there was at least a possibility that it might be desirable to glance at the
past. Could it safely be taken for granted, after all, that a Utopia of any
kind, even a Utopia of acquisitions and resources,might not lie in the past
rather than somewhere else?Though faith in progress may have passed its
peak, most librarians would probably assumethat the past is not a promising area in which to search for a library Utopia. There have been periods,
however, when it was common knowledge that the golden age lay in that
direction.
It would not do to suggest that a golden age of acquisitions and resources could be found by going back to a time when research and library
collections for research were so insignificant that no one regarded them as
problems. But it may be fair to go back about a century to see if anything
resembling a Utopia was in sight at that time.
One hundred and one years ago today, on July 16, r85f, the Harvard
Alumni Association, at its annual meeting, appointed a committee "to
take into consideration the state of the College Library." John Langdon
Sibley, who was then Librarian of Flarvard College, wrote a letter to this
Committee; it was printed, evidently for distribution to the Alumni, and
it is interesting. Sibley called the library a "reservoir from which all minds
at the university are mainly to be supplied," and he stated flatly that "No
r Revision of a paper presented at the program meeting of the RTSD Inter-Library
Cooperation Committee, American Library Association, San Francisco, July t6, t958.
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limits can be set to its wants."r Perhaps there was something Utopian
about an age when a librarian could be as honest as this.
Today Harvard is bold enough to campaign only for an additional
fifteen million dollars for its Collqge Library. And today Harvard's librarians would not dare to issue an invitation like Sibley's-"I think it
would be well," he wrote, "if it were generally known that there was
never anything printed of which we should not be grateful for one copy."2
His letter was primarily an appeal to the Alumni for gifts of library materials, and the limitless appetite of the collection was emphasized again
at the conclusion: "I hope no one will be deterred from contnbuting
whatever his inclinations and abilities may prompt, however small it may
be, and however unimportant it may seem,remembering that not a book
or pamphlet has ever been printed, of which it is not desirable to have
one copy in the library."e
Sibley was consistent. In his diary he once wrote, "Let the library be
filled. If trash comes Iet it come. lVhat is trash to me may be the part of
the Library which will be the most valuable to another person."a Experience did not force him to retreat; in fi74, toward the close of his
career, he affirmed that "There ought to be in existence a copy of everything which is printed."s
Justin I4/insor, the first president of the AmericanLibrary Association,
was Sibley's successorat Harvard; his view was similar-"Nothing
that is
printed, no matter how trivial at rhe time, but may be some day in demand, and, viewed in some relations, helpful to significant results. Therefore . . . the librarian feels the necessityof preserving all he can."6 As late
as r89o, Paul Leicester Ford was quoted in the Library .fournal as declaring that, "In every city there shouid be one library r,rrfri.frshould preserve
everything, without the slightest regard to its apparent value or the curr e n t d e m a n d .. . . " 7
Was it Utopia when statementslike this did not seemridiculous? There
have been bold and ambitious planners during recent years, but they
usually have hedged at least a little. Luther Evans said, in 1946, "I hardly
think you will require much evidence thar almost everything published
anywhere in the world should be available in at least one American library."a An almost is to be found there before the eaerythirzg,it should
be noted. Moreover, he was nor suggesring that this job be done by a
library in every city or by the Harvard Library or even by the Library of
Congress;he was advocating a cooperative effort.
This meeting's Chairman, Ralph Esterquest, has been less cautious
than Luther Evans; he declared, only a year ago, that "We ought to take
steps to gtrarantee that a book which might be needed some rime in the
future is going to be found in some libraiy somewhere,instead of relying
on chance."e It will be necessarya little later to expose some of the shocking implications of this program, but the statement is quoted at this point
only to support the generalization that comprehensive insurance in the
field of resources,when it'comes on the market today, is based on cooperation.
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Most observers during recent years seem to have believed, like Messrs.
Evans and Esterquest, that specialization by libraries is the procedure that
will make it possible to preserve almost everything-or, at least, to preserve a great deal more than can be preserved if libraries do not specialize.
Cooperative achievements in lending, filming, and listing have seemed to
promise that the scholar will be able to locate the materials he wants and
use them if they have been acquired by any American library.
Indeed, librarians were told by Donald Coney in r94g that "Whether
we like it or not, we are well on the road toward the socialization of library
holdings."ro "The librarian," Winsor said, "feels the necessityof preserving all he can." It has long been obvious that coordination of collecting
could considerably increase the total that is preserved by libraries, yet
relatively Iittle coordination has been adrieved. Surprise or disappointment has been expressed repeatedly because so little has been done to
socialize collection-building in spite of all that has been accomplished toward socializing the use of library collections.
An analogy may suggest one partial explanation for this. Lending is
one thing-a generous man may be glad to lend his car to a neighbor who
needs it, and may readily agree to a plan for cooperative use of resources
by means of a car-pool. But acquisition is a different matter. Resentment
might be aroused in the most generous and cooperative of men if his
neighbors ried to tell him what make of car, and what model, and what
color to buy.
It might even be argued that libraries have cooperated so well and so
generously in use of materials that they have desroyed some of the selfish
considerations that might have been inducements to coordinated collectionbuilding. Books acquired under the Farmington Plan are lent to any institution that asks for them; borrowinE is not restricted to libraries'that
have borne the expense and inconveniince of participation in the Plan.
Resources of the Midwest Inter-Librarv Center benefit scholars of nonmember institutions in the region and ihroughout the nation. The PIan
and the Center demonstrate that library cooperation in acquisition on a
voluntary basis is not impossible; but there may be limiis. Voluntary
participation does not pave highways or maintain metropolitan fire departments, and it may turn out that no very expensive plan for library resources can be built on this basis.
Still, in spite of any disappointments or doubts, libraries have moved

But it would be unimaginative to offer the present as Utopia, even if
one were prepared to demonstrate that this is the best qf all possible
worlds. Utopia need not be possible; its financial anangements, it least,
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need not be worked out in detail. If methods of paying for them do not
have to be entirely plausible, it should not be hard to suggest a few imProvements.
In fact, once an assumption or two has been accepted regarding the
sort of objectives that are desirable, it is easy to imagine machinery for
moving toward them. Perhaps it is too easy to be very interesting. What is
simpler than paper plans for world-wide coverag-eby procurement agents
and for distribution on a subject basis to participating libraries? Ifstorage
on a vast scale is entailed, why not lunar storage? The Moon would seem
to be an admirable location for warehouses filled with infrequently-used
materials, and it is not very promising for most other purposes.
Before leaving the earth, however, it might be desirable to try to make
sure that the assumptions behind the trip are sound rather than specious.
One assumption-and one that often helps to support the conviction that
that the
Iibraries ought to preserve everything or almost everything-is
purpose of research libraries is to serve scholars. It would not be good
public relations to argue that the purpose of libraries is to make librarians
huppy or to build their characters, so no subversive doubts on this Point
will be suggested here. Still, the policy of preserving everything might
ultimately produce a situation in which the librarians would outnumber
the scholars. At that hypothetical time it might be possible to maintain
that the interests of librarians, as the more numerous grouP, ought to take
precedence.
In the meanwhile, librarians will continue to hope that what is good
for scholarship is also good {or libraries. But it is not at all clear how librarians ought to go about determining what is good for the scholar. Does
he know? If the scholar is asked what he wants, can his answers be believed? Motivation research has demonstrated that people commonly conceal and rationalize their real desires. As Vance Packard has explained,
"you can't assume people will tell you the truth about their wants and
dislikes even if they know them. What you are more likely to get . . . are
answers that will piotect the informanti in their steadfast endeavor to appear to the world as really sensible, intelligent, rational beingS. One
management consulting firm has concluded that accepting the word of a
'the
least reliable index the manufacturer
customer as to what he wants is
to
do
to win customers."'11 The scholar,
ought
he
on
what
can have
surely, is more skillful at such concealment and rationalization than the
ordinary consumer.
The author ol The Hidden Persuaders takes the strange view that it
is somehow immoral to make use of what can be discovered regarding what
people really want and why they behave as they do. Librarians, who are
engaged in the preservation and disemination of knowledge, ought to
feel no qualms of this sort. If they can, surely librarians ought to find out
what scholars really want, and act accordingly.
The scholar is almost sure to say-and probably to believe-that he
wants more material than he has. Further questions are conceivable. If
there were as voluminous records of the consulship of Julius Caesar as
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there are of the administration of Harry Truman, would professors of
ancient history be happier than they are? would anyone-or society
generally-be berter ofi? How?
To answer such questions is to imply that the answers may not be
known already, and to suggest that any librarian does not already know
the a^nswers
-T1y be to impugn his loyalty to the profession. No time,
therefore, will be wasted here on unswe.si but the mention of records
suggests another assumption-the
assumption of many librarians that
their problem consistsalmost entirely of the printed record of civilization.
rf it should turn out that this emphasis on print is a prejudice that ought
to be outgrown, major changesinihinking ind practiie -igtrt be entailid.

collectors, moreover, tend to concentrate their efiorts on a chosen category.or sub-category in which they can strive toward completeness. printing has offered librarians a caregory of graphic mareri;k on which to
concentrate, and they have felt, as many collectors do, that the ideal
achievement would be a complere collection.
If most things that are printed. are likely to be useful to schorars, and
if most
-writings possessingresearch value ire likely to be printed, then
obviously it is reasonable for librarians to continue to co^rrcerrtrateon
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that a book which might be needed some time in the future is going to
be found in some library somewhere, instead of relying on chance'"
There are those who do not share his distaste for chance. Ctrance, they
suspect, has done more for scholarship than it has for Reno or Las Vegas'
Security is promised by the big plan. Togetherness is its basis' These may
be in fashibn, but they are s6mewhar c-onfining objectives. Scholarship,
is more adventurous.
perhaps,
^
noes the Farmington Plan promise-or threaten-to lead to a Utopia
of coordination? Smill as it is, presumably it might Prove to be a little
acorn-or the nose of a Utopia-n camel finding its way into the tent of

ing the materials needed.
This sort of Utopia does not seem entirely American and the United
States would not seem to ofier a favorable environment in which to de-

There is little evidence, fortunately, that anything of the sort is likely
to happen here. Quite a difierent kind of-Utopia is coming,.if statistics
are to'Le trusted. both leisure time and education are becoming increas-

There seem to be no serious technical obstacles to making the materials
available to the masses.Will Utopia have arrived when the
research
of
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microfilm reading machines outnumber the television sets?To regard the
Prospect as ridiculously improbable is to assume that the tastes and inclinations now responsible for leading a few thousand individuals into
scholarship are completely foreign to the,millions who are not scholarsnot yet. Such an assumption would be snobbish indeed.
This Uto-pia will contain millions of. anarchic scholars, who wiII pro.
duce-as well as use-mountains of research materials. Each of the scholars will be collecting and helping his library to collect; there will be competition and diversity and confusion, as at present, but mudr more than
at-present. Little Farmington Plans will not succeed in collecting everything, and chance will continue to have a part in determining what suivives. There will be uncertainty; but a libririan ought to findthe atmosphere stimulating. The Louisiana statesman who is "now enshrined in the
Nation-al Statuary Hall gave currency to the slogan, .,Every man a king!,'
kiig-? That is no longer good enough. We glimpse a brighter new woild
4
than his-Euery man a scholar!
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Bubble,
TheMiraculous
A Lookat KalfaxMicrofilm
Pnrnn Scor-t, Head
M icr oreProduct ion Lab oratory
MassachttsettsInstitute of Technology
ALFAX Microfilm is more than a useful tool. It presents an intriguwhich is linked closely to one of the most signifi-ca-nt
i"S new process
A.
-of
thi. era, the synthetic giant molecule. Since there will be
a"*topirr".,m
much iomment on Kalfax Microfilm in the near future, it seemedreasonable to incorporate into this article a brief technical description_to facilitate a comple^teunderstanding of this process,and to enable the librarian
to distinguish fact from fiction in the arguments to come.
What Is Kalfax MicrofiIm?
Kalfax Microfilm is a film intended for microfilm duplication. It is a
material which produces a positive copy from a negative film,-or vice versa,
at the rate of zo feet per ttritr,rte. Thi fitm may be handled freely in ordinary room light, and- processing involves neither chemicals nor gas. It is
thus possiblelo make copy filmJfrom negative masters instantly and without the use of a darkroorn- Kalfax film is as yet too slow to be used directly
in the camera.
Kalfax Microfilm can play an important part in systems of documentary reproduction involving microfilm, and there is a constant growth in
the nuhber of such systemi. It is true that progress in the utilization of
microphotography by libraries has been impeded by a la& of standards
and of systems,but further work on those two problems will enable us to
realize more fully the benefits of the excellent technical progress made in
this field in the last twenty years.
History of Kalfax MicrofiIm
Polymer chemistry, which has produced nylon, polyethylene and other
synthetic plastics, is indirectly responsible for the advent of the family of
Iialvar films which includes Kalfix Microfilm. It might be said therefore
that the origins of this processgo back to the beginning of this century
and. to the inquiries of Emil Fiicher of Berlin, who has been called the
spiritual fathef of high polymer chemistry.l !n tle rgzo's resea-rchactivities
iir tfre field of polymir chemistry grew rapidly, but we ale still only at the
beginning of our understanding in this field. New "high' and "super-high'1
polyrneru *ill probably revolutionize in a short span of time the materials
r. Mark, H. F. "Giant Molecules,"ScientificAmerican, r97:8t-89.Sept. t957.
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Description of Processand,Equipm,en.t
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light incident on Kalfax film is reflected back in the general direction of
tlie tgfrt source, and this explains why the Kalvar image looks almost
white"when viewed by reflected light. The projected image (as_seenin the
microfilm reader), which is essentially the shadow thrown by thebubbles'
is of course black. One of the most important asPectsof Kalvar film is the
fact that the diazo compound is used o.tly ut a tool to achieve a final image
entirely composed of plastic. In this resPect it difiers from Ozalid film
which forms a dye image.
Production of Kalfax microfilm requires a special printer-processor
(see ill.). The printer shown here was placed on the market in Septem'
f"" t95'S. All prwious experimentation at MIT was done with the fint
-ut of good design but became obsolete in the light
modei"print".ihi.h
emulsions, and was not suited to
of new^and different KalfaiMicrofilm
is written the author is unable
this
article
large production. At the time
to frui a complete critical evaluation of the new printer-processor. Suffice
it t say ttrat wtrite the printer appears to be quite adequate for_general
produciion, this writer wiould like to see some further changes made in the
hesign of any future model, if and when such new models are designed.
ialfax film, like silver film, undergoes three processing stages: exposure, development and fixing. The firit-two stages are automatic' The
negatirre film and the unexposed ltulfu* film are p-ut on-their resPectiv-e
rol"lers on the printer,'the machine is threaded, the-,light settin-g is adjusted in accordancewith the densityof the original film, and at thepush
Lf a button the copy film is produced. Kalfax film is sensitive to light inm"y be handled for indefinite periods of
the near ultraviolet'region,
"ttd
time under ordinary room lighting conditions. After the film has been
exposed, the Kalvar emulsion makis contact with a heated cylinder, the
heat develops the film, and a visible image has been created.
There have been repeated published statements which claim that the
film may be used without a further fixing process.This is not so if a permanent image is desired. Unless the film is fixed, it is extremely possible, and
in fact liliely, that the Kalfax film placed in any ordinarymicrofilm reader
would darken after a few minuteJ in the reader. There is in most microfilm readers a suficient amount of light of the spectral quality to which
the film is sensitive, and enough heat engendered by the bulb, to cause
fogging due to simultaneous e*posnte and processt-"S: lli-t darkening
*J,ltd"not obliterate the image but it might impair legibility. On the
basis of this writer's experience, it must be recommended that all film be
fixed prior to use.
What does fixation of Kalvar film consist of? When a Kalfax positive
has been made from a microfilm negative, the unexposed, clear sections of
the positive have retained light-sensitive diazo compound. The heat development of the film did not sufficiently de-sensitize the unexposed portion. In order to fix the film, processing must be followed by a strong light
exposure of the entire film, which should then be kep_tfor a few hours at
teiperatures below r roo F. About ro minutes after the e_Tposurethe gas
which was formed as a result of the decomposition of the diazo compound
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starts'to difiuse out through the plastic, and after a few hours there is
nothing left to form the bubbles. This means that the film musr be de-
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Fig. t. Kalfax Printer-Processor
The author has made numerous tests to ascertain whether use of the
film in standard readers immediately after fixing caused darkening. No
darkening was observed on any occasion.
The currently available Kalfax Microfilm is the result of much testing
_
of different emulsions. For a year the author experimented with films hav-ing difierent characteristics, and the film now marketed is suitable for all
microfilm applications.

The rtew printer-processor has a_set printing speed of 20 feet per
.
minute. Frowever, since fixing of the film rtquireithi
machine to be iun
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camera.
Permanence of Kalfax FiIm

to the permanence of this film.
regard
'Urr.*por.&
Kalfax Microfilm may be stored for a minimum of several
to the film. The material is also photographically
damage
witirout
vears
inert to radiation which would fog unexposed silver film'
Economics of the Process
comparison of the relative production costs of Kalfax film and silver
print film requires analysis of the following expenses: Raw-stock, equipinent depreciation, labor, chemicals, and overhead. Most of these expenses
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vary with the type of installation and the volume of work. No calculation
can possibly be made which would be useful for more than a small percendge of all microfilm installations. However, here are some general

darkroom, no plumbing, no special electrical installations, and very little
space.
In other words: if it is possible to save more than 2A Per foot on labor,
chemicals, equipment depreciation and overhead by using Kalfax instead
of silver film, then Kalfax is the cheaper medium, and vice versa. l[*here is
no doubt that the great majority of library installations would substantially
reduce their microfilm duplication costs by producing Kalfax Microfilm
in place of silver film.
Final Comments
There is a further aspect of Kalfax film which apPears to have a tremendous potential. This is the use of sheet Kalvar film, called Kalvacards.
Kalvacards are identical with Kalfax Microfilm but sheet film has been
substituted for roll film. One experimental machine has been built which
enables the user to transfer material from a roll of negative microfilm to
Kalvacards. Printing and processing of images on a section of the Kalvacard does not de-sensitizethe rest of the card, and this becomes a good
medium for keeping records in microfilm since it is possible to add more
databy contact printing from r6mm ot gbmm negative film from time to
time as necessary.
To sum up the advantages of Kalfax Microfilm: Negative microfilm
holdings in the library may be reproduced and disseminated at very short
notice, and without the use of darkroom facilities. By virtue of the mylar
base,the film is virtually untearable. There is no possibility of accidentally
leaving residual chemicals in the film as in the case of silver film, and
thereby impairing the stability of the film. In all probability the film is as
permanent (and possibly rnore permanent) as well-processedsilver film,
provided that it is processedat the recommended temperature and adequately fixed. The film is, of course, an entirely new medium, and its use
does involve two things: r), dependency on the production facilities of
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one snull company, the Kalvar Corporation, and z), readiness on the part
of the user to pioneer and venture into unknown territory. In the considered opinion of this writer rhese are risks well worth taking with Kalfax
Microfilm.

Neth,F. T. "The Technorogy .:I#:*Y;;

rt Fack, t:y.

"A New Film: Kalfax." Filmsort
"
Facts,r: N.
Kalvar Corporation. Image Permanence i,n Kalaatone. New Orleans, n.d.
Schwalberg,Bob and Gaines, Gene. "Photosensitive Plastics.' Popular Photography,
43: ro8-rrr, rr8. JuIy 1958.
Coleman, D. B. The Applicati.on of a Non-Silaer Halide Process (Kalfax) to Air
Photography. Boston Universiry Thesis (M.A) 1958.

AcquiringBooksfrom Abroad*
Fneur L. ScHrcr, Assistant Director
Library SeruicesBranch, Offi,ce of Education
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
TN THE total acquisitions program of American libraries, foreign maI terials play a small role compared with domestic imprints. From a cultural and scientific point of view the movement of books and journals
across international borders is of greater significance than statisiics indicate, because printed information afiords scholars and readers the opportunity to participate in developments the world over regardless of the
barriers of space, language, and borders. fn our age of rapid scientific and
technological advances, foreign materials, promptly obtained, properly
organized, and intellectually assimilated, will help to eliminate duplication of research. The maximum use of foreign materials requires the existence and accessibility of bibliographies (subject and national) and elimination of censorship.
Americais Position in the International Boohtrade
In rg54 American publishers sold between $5?o and g7o5 million
worth of books, of which at least $3o million went abroad. Three years
later approximately $gzo million were sold and well over $4o million
purchased by foreign countries.l,2 While the U.S.A. is one of the largest
book producing countries in the monetary value of sales and possibly also
in terms of copies sold, it does not hold this position in terms of total or
r Revision of a paper presented before the College Sectiotrof the Michigan Library
Associationas part of a symposium on book selection and acquisition, October 2i, r!ri7,
Detroit, Michigan.
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per capita title production. In rg5z, rr,84o titles were released in the
United States disregarding the large quantity of federal, state, and local
government publications which some other countries include in their
statistics. During the same year (rg5z) five countries reported the following title production:
German Federal Republic
India (rg5o)
Japan
U.S.S.R.
United Kingdom

rg,grg
,7,4oo
17$06
g7,Soo
t8,74r

cent over 1954.4'6
Types of Foreign Publications

One-shots are publications issued in completeness between two covers at
one time. Continuations are publications released in successive issues,
Parts, or volumes at regular or irregular intervals, intended to be completed or continued indefinitely, with or without schemes for consecutive
numbering, and with or without author and/or distinctive title.
I n-Print M at erials-O n e -Sho ts
As a rule, foreign publishers and bookdealers do not grant library
discounts. The economical way to order in-print one-shots is to segregare
about two dozen individual orders for which one invoice is received which
can be paid with a single check or draft and to order from either an exporter abroad or an importer in this country. The choice of using an
exporter or an importer depends on the following factors: (r) established
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business eonnections, (z) volume of orders, (3) bookkeeping and accounting practices, (4) availability of clerical personnel. The importer's services will generally be more expensive because he employs American help,
pays import duties, and charges for mailing; while the exporter in case
of quantity orders frequently absorbs mailing charges, has a lower overhead, and charges prices at current exchange rates. If the volume of
business with a particular country is small, it is simpler touse an importer.
If the institution's accounting practices are rigid and processingof foreign
invoices causesgreat dimculties, one has to use an importer in spite of
actual greater costs. It also has to be considered that ordering books from
many difierent exporters requires more correspondence and the handling
of a larger number of invoices. Importers act as jobbers and facilitate
bookkeeping but will not be in a position to grant discounts like the
jobbers of American in-print materials.
AII one-shots have to be ordered item by item unless one chooses to
place standing orders for certain types of materials, like, let us say, Polish
contemporary fiction. In this case, the library will receive more materials
faster, but the function of book selection will have been delegated to the
supplier. It is a safe conclusion that his basis of selection is not identical
with that of the librarian, faculty member, or library patron. Continuous
and careful checking of items obtained becomes necessary,and the return of undesired titles is time-consuming and expensive.
I n -Print M ateri aIs-C on tinuatio ns
Continuations should always be obtained on standing orders and
should be segregated depending on the number of items ordered. If two
or three dozen continuations are obtained from a single country, an exporter will do well unless the country is far away and mail service unreliable. In this case, an importer will be preferable. Otherwise, the same
conditions apply as for one-shots.
O ut-of-Print M aterials-On e-Shots and C ontinuati ons
Domestic out-of-print materials are usually obtained from the secondhand market which keeps in touch with libraries through dealers' catalogs.
The basic axiom concerning out-of-print materials is that they can usually
be obtained cheaper through catalogs than by the process of sending to
dealers lists of desiderata.If the supplier knows that an item is in demand,
he will usually ask for and get a higher price. Sending desiderata lists to
only one dealer excludes competition, the only guarantee of a buyer for
the establishment of a fair market price. Some librarians send identical
desiderata lists to several dealers. If an item is fairly hard to get, this Practice may jack up the price because the dealer who has the item may get at
the same time invitations for quotations from the library buyer and several
dealers who are searching for this item for the same customer. He will respond to the sudden interest by raising his price for tfre wanted publication.
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It is advisable to send identical desiderata lists for foreign materials

in its pages free of charge. Very few non-English items are listed, and for
this reason the establishment of a seriesof similar publications in foreign
c-ountries, particularly of the Romance language group would fill a very
definite need.
Proposal for the Establishment of Foreign Desid,erata Listings.

sigriificance to \.{/estern Civilization. (3) They have geographical and cultural cohesion and are disposeid to be friendly toward the U.S.A. No
political barriers would be encountered in such a plan, and their economic
thinking follows along our own lines. TAAB-llke journals could be published by the local bookdealers' associations and financed through subscriptions to dealers; listings of desiderata would be accepted free of
charge. Such a servicewould give librarians and bookbuyers tlie advantage
of getting competitive quotations and would eliminate wasteful and timeconsuming correspondence with several suppliers. Sellers and buyers
would enter into mutually profitable business arrangements, and American know-how and possible initial financial assisrancewould facilitate the
flow of information acrossnational borders.
In order to get this project into operation three questions had to be
answered: (r) whether such publications do not already exist; (z) whether
the library profession would be interested in such a service; (3) how this
plan could be carried out.
fn answer to a query, four of our largest university libraries stated that
they did not know of any publication carrying desiderata listings. At the
reading of this paper approximately one hundred librarians were asked
whether they favored such a publication. Between two-thirds and threequarters expressedtheir approval. Sister M. Claudia, the presiding officer,
forwarded a recommendation to this efiect to Rolland Stevens, Chairman,
Acquisitions Section, RTSD, ALA. During the Midwinter Meeting the
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Foreign Desiderata Publications Committee was established. Composed
of Helen M. Welch (University of Illinois), James E. Skipper (Michigan
State University) and myself, the Committee decided on the following
program: (r) to ascertain definitely the existence of exclusive desiderata
publications in France, Italy and Spain; (z) to contact book dealer assoiiations regarding their interest, willingness to cooPeratg and financial
resources fbr thiJ project; (3) to estimate the minimum cost of such a
publication for a one year trial run; (4) to submit a summary report to
the Acquisitions Section, RTSD, and possibly request minimal financial
assistance to bring the Committee's work to a successful conclusion.
Since these projected publications are to be supported through subscription of second-hand dealers in the three countries, they are expected
to operate after their establishment on their own.
After the completion of this project, similar journals could be inaugurated in other problem areas of foreign acquisitions, such as Central
and South America and the Near East. Solutions to the complexity of
acquisitions in the USSR and her earthly satellites will have to wait for
a clarification of the political situation.

t956,preparcdby
stanley
ng Ind'ustry,
r. Anntnl suraeyof the ceneralrTff;rrTt
B. Hunt and Associates.
New York, AmericanBook PublishersCouncil,Inc., May 1957.
Tabler, p.3.
e. Irtter from Robert W. Frase,AssociateManagingDirector,AmericanBook PublishersCouncil,Inc.,Nov.4, r958.
3. Barker,R. E. Boo&sfor AIl. Paris,UNESCO,1956.Table e, pp. r8-zr.
4. Ibid., Table r5, p.3o.
g. Publi,sherfWeehly,r7o:rz. September17,1956.
6. ;acoU,E, D. "Usb oi tAAn-in Out-of-Print Searching."Collegeanil Research
Libraries,r7:16-r8,4o.January,t956.

A Studyon LongTermPeriodical
Subscriptions
Jeuns W. Bennv
Head, Order Section
Nationql Library ol Med'ici.ne
HE COMMITTEE

on Long Term Periodical Subscriptionswas or-

I ganized for the purpose of securing a wider adoption of extended
periods and rates to periodical orders in the interests of economy for the

publisher, subscription agency,and the library. A principal reason tor
publishing this study is to illustrate the advantages-andsavingsinvolved
in placing subscriptionson a long term basis.The thought is that this in-
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forrnation will be persuasive in removing barriers to long term subscriptions where such obstaclesare imposed by state and local bodies.
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Survey Reports of Individual Libraries
Reporting libraries

rs

2

(a) Titles subscribed
255
long term
3rr
4o8
32o
4o8
32
(rss)
(trvo year term)
(b) Annual savingson
renewal
$r9r.oo$r55.5o $e8.o6
$4.2o $8I.6o $z$.72
($rz.sr)
(two year term)
(c) Annual savingsin
$263.o5
rates
Sz6.o6 $zrz.gz firSl.ZS $r,o77.72
(S86'o5;
(two year term)
$ 3 o l . rr
(d) Total annual savings$3o.26 fi294.52 fi4zr.4S $r,268.72
($rog.s6)
(two year term)
ro,ooo 568
(e) Total periodicalslist rpso
6,128 4,8oo
(f) Total periodicals
budget
$+,gSZ$34,z1o$45,ooo $76,49o
of Michigan
"r. Newberry e. University of Chicago 3. John Crerar 4. University
5. Indiana State Teachers College 6. University of California

stitutions.
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in the elimination of superfluous steps or the correction of existing time
lags. Michigan estimated a potential saving of $7,ooo in stafi time over a
three year period under a long rerm renewal plan since approximately
$3,5oo is spent each year in renewing domestic subscriptions for one year.
Thus cost savings based solely on internal operations appear substantial
enough to warrant adoption of long term subscriptions as library policy.
In addition to the demonstration to libraries of the potenrial advantages in adopting the long term period, the Committee discussed with publishers the ofiering of more periodicals at the longer term and, where
possible, at a reduced rate. The mutually advantageous point of reduced
operating costswas stressed.The general stability of institutional subscriptions and guarantee of circulation are factors which, when confirmed by
widespread adoption of long term orders by libraries, will contribute to
reductions in the rate on the part of publishers.

While reporting institutions indicate a maximum of 4oo titles so subscribed, information gathered from scattered published sources and
through direct contact with publishers, the Comhittee determined that

tary of RSTD. Titles for the list were compiled selectively from the periodical holdings of a large university library, a large municipal public
libtary, and the federal government buying list. Thus the list and the study
factors together, related to any given situation, can be made to demonstrate the potential economies.
Using a subscription agency list available soon after the project was
started, a tally was made of all periodicals ofiered at thattime on extended
term and an impressive conclusion was reached concerning potential rate
savings.Where it cost $e,og8.4ofor a one year subscription to each title, or
$6,g9g.zo for three one year subscriptions, the total for three year subscriptions to all titles on the list was $4,858.25.To place three year subscriptions for all titles then available represented an expenditure of $g,759.8b in addition to,the regular subscription budget in any one year.
Ilowever, the savings in rates alone was 22.870 over the three year period
($+,8S8 contrasted to $6,295). It is interesting to note thar in thiJ price
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list sampling the titles available for a two year period represented a saving of 16.470over the single year renewal rate. Conversion to a long term
Program requires planning and adjustment of the budget during the first
two years of the plan. Discounting the demonstrable factor of clerical savings and the admittedly decreasing, but ever-present titles available only

Studiesand Surveysin Progress
Editot's Note: This i,naugurates
what we hope to carry asa continuous
we want to obtain information refeature ol LRTS. For subsequentissues

I. The Library of Congress has received a grant of $55,ooo from the
Council on Library Resources, Inc. to conduct a one-year investigation of
the feasibility of cataloging books from page proofs so thar publishers may
print the cataloging information in the books themselves. The main objective of this project, known as CATALOGING
IN SOURCE, is to catalog
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A previous grant from CLR enabled Andrew D. Osborn, formerly As
sociate Librarian of Harvard University, to undertake a preliminary sur-

The $55,ooo grant will also provide funds for publication of reports on
.
the three- a-spectsof the project: the findings of thl preliminary survey, the
results.of the experiment between the cooperating libraries and participating publishers, and the survey of consumei reaction.

NATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON CATALOGING
RULES at which an
efiort will be made to reach agreement on coordination of the cataloging
rules of countries represented at the conference.
In recent years, a number of countries have been in the process of revising their cataloging codes; as these revisions have been in the direction
of similarity, a conference at the present time may result in a coordination
of cataloging practices previously thought unobtainable. Financial support for the meeting is provided by a grant to IFLA from CLR. The risponsibility for the project will be mainly that of IFLA's Working Group
on Cataloging Principles, of which Frank C. Francis of the British Museum
is chairman and the Co-Executive Secretaries are A. H. Chaplin of the
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British Museum and L. Sickman of the Lehrinstitut Nordrhein-Westfalen,
cologne. Messrs. Chaplin and sickman took part in the stanford Institute

study by the ALA Editorial Committee.
IV. The Cataloging and Classification Section of RTSD and the
Reference Services diui"riot of ALA have undertaken a joint study of the
USCOf BOOK CATALOGS AS SUPPLEMENTS TO OR SUBSTITUTES

the
survey cataloging policies and practices in- ARL libraries throughout
concerned
problems
long-range
on
concintrate
will
countrv. The"proiect
primarily with administrative rather than technical questions. susan IIas-

Council's Committee on Slavic and East European Studies. A report on the
study is now being written by Melville f. Ruggles d
Y1t]uY-Mosteckv,
Direttor and Assistant Director, resDecrively,of the SLAVIC AND EAST
EURoPEAN PROTECT. This study was made possible by a grant from
the Ford Foundation.
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VIII. The United States Book Exchange, Inc', of Washiirgton, D. C.
has received a grant from CLR to make possible a SURVEY OF USBE'S
OPERATIONS. The Exchange has been in operation ten years and is now
preparing to move from the rent-free quarters it has occupied at LC since
its establishment in 1948. The study will concern the eftectiveness,scoPe,
resources and expenses of USBE; will define its present and potential
value; and will investigate possibilities of expansion and methods of financing future operations. The survey will be under the direction of Edwin E. Williams, Assistant Librarian for Book Selection of the Harvard
College Library, assisted by an advisory committee of distinguished Ii
brarians.
IX. The National Library of Medicine has received a grant from CLR
for a project for the IMPROVEMENT
OF NLM'S MEDICAL INDEXING SERVICE THROUGH
It is proposed to
MECHANIZATION.
mechanize the indexing and the preparation of printer's copy of the Current List of Medical Literature so as to avoid much of the present manual
processing.The project will include experimentation with punch-type-op
erated typewriteis, punched-card-operated cameras,etc. The National Library of Medicine will report on its experimentation and results since it is
felt that any improvement in the Current List of Medical Literature effected through mechanization may be applied to other indexing services.
X. The New Copying Methods Committee, Copying Methods Section
of RTSD, is making a survey of available photocopying services in order
to provide up-to-date information on sources and prices for microfilms,
photostats, and photoprints of research materials. A questionnaire was
sent out and the results will be published as a DIRECTORY OF INSTITUTIONAL
PHOTOCOPYING SERVICES AND SOURCES. William
R. Ifawken, University of California, Berkeley, is Committee chairman.
XI. ALA is conducting an inquiry into the feasibility of a comprehenPROJECT IN LIsivc RESEARCH-TESTING-STANDARDIZING
BRARY TECHNOLOGY:
materials, supplies, equipment, and the systems employed in using these mechanical aids in library work. It has long
been felt that there was a need for testing and standardization in the library
field, but it is also recognized that the establishment of a long-term prG'
gram for this purpose creates large financial problems.
The purpose of the present proiect is to determine the arrangements
which would be necessaryto establish such a program. The study is made
possible by a grant to ALA from CLR, and is under the direction of John
H. Ottemiller, Associate University Librarian at Yale University. Mr. Ottemiller is contacting librarians in difierent parts of the country to determine the kind and quantity of equipment needed. Emphasis will be on inexpensive equipment which would be widely used in various types of libraries. Part of the study will be directed toward an exploration of the
means for getting the research-testing-standardization done, and the
methods of financing a continuing program.
OF LATIN AMERICAN
XII. A third seminar on ACQUISITION
LIBRARY MATERIALS was held in Berkeley, July ro-r r, 1958.The con-
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Pmtt FreeLibrary, Baltimore, Md.

Additionsto CatalogingRules
D ECENT additions to the A.L.A. Cataloging Rules for Author and.
Title Entries approved by the Library of Congress and the American
l\t
Library Association include two transliteration schemesand a rule for the
entry of Indonesian names. Cataloging Seruice Bulletin 47 canies the text
of this rule for Indonesian names and also of the table for Armenian trans-

Arabic Transliteration
More important than the above is the revision and expansion of the
Arabic transliteration table printed in the tg:4gRules. This revision was
originally worked out by the Library of Congress and the University of
Michigan Library. In the interest of the widest possible acceptance, negotiations were carried on with severalresearchinstitutions and the Subcommittee on Transliteration of the Social Science Research Council Committee on the Near and Middle East. A reconciliation of difierences was
achieved by the Special Committee on Near Eastern Materials of the ALA
Cataloging and Classification Section under the chairmanship of Andrew
S. Ehrenkreutz, IJniversity of Michigan Library. Dorothy Stehle of the
Library of Congress deserves much credit for the manual of application.
The Library of Congress has resumed the printing of cards for Arabic
materials and will revise Arabic headings based on the old table whenever
a new entry involving the heading is catalogued or when one of the old
cards must be reprinted for any reason. It is only in this revision of headings that the majority of libraries will be aftected. The most obvious
changes are in the letter now represented by 4, which was formerly b, and
in the diphthongs now indicat ed,by aw and ay, instead of au and ai. The
full text of the table and manual are to be published in Cataloging Serufce Bulletin 49.- Audrey Smith, Chairman, Descriptiae Cataloging Cornmittee.
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The PrintedNationalUnionCatalog,
Notesand Suggestions
Rorrnr B. Sr,ocuu
Associate Catalog Li.brarian
Cornell Uniaersity Library, Ithaca, N. Y.
TS THE printed National Union Catalog (hereafter referred to as NUC)
I an invaluable cataloging aid? Experience has forced the Cornell University Library to answer with at least a half-negative. We accept without
question from NUC entries bearing LC card order numbers, but we
examine with jaundiced eye a goodly number of the others.
NUC has the greatest importance as a guide to the location of titles;
and perhaps it is too much to expect it to serve as a cataloging aid, too.
But we wonder w}lry all libraries cannot follow standard cataloging procedures in their contributions to NUC. Standardization of copy would
lighten the burden of the NUC editorial staff, make for a superior printed
catalog, and lower cataloging costs in many libraries.
Here are several problem entries we drew from the NUC ih the course
of our cataloging:
April-June 1957:
Blondel, Maurice
Lettre sur les exigencesde la pens€e contem-

LC had

this work in an earlier ryb1supple-

"lr."di:l1;:g"d
ment under
Blondel, Maurice. Les premiers icrits de Maurice
Blondel. . . Thus the NUC entry omitted the first part of the
title, using the subtitle only.
April-lune t9J7:

guide
""Tilll'J:lH.*:li;'?ftrence
...
Cataloged as an open entry although it is really a 3d edition
of the author's Electronics in Busi,ness,as the introduction indicates.
April-June 1957:
Lehmann, Paul Joachim Georg
Eine Geschichteder alten Fuggerbibliotheken. . .
v. . . . (Akademie der Wissenschaften,Munich.
Kommission . .)
Most general series note used in the collation. No tracings are
given.
April-June t957:
I-evi della Vida, Giorgio, 1886Studi orientalistici in onore di Giorgio Levi della
Vida.. .
Even without the book in hand, one could say that this work
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has all the earmarks of a Festschrift, as, indeed, it is; and yet it
has been entered under the person to whom the studies are
dedicated with no subject traiings.
tuly-Sept. tg57:
Sauneron,Nadia
Etudes et publications parues enrre rggg er
Again the omission of the first part of rhe title: Temples ptolimaiques et romains d'Egpte. Consequently the subject trac_
ings lack specificity.
November t957:

""t;:bl*lx?",,",iu

at Lagodi Garda,rys6.rs45.

The NuC -"k3.'r"f;';errtion
of the fact that the first edition
of this work was published in French (paris, rg4g) and that the
first Italian edition appeared in rg5o under thi title: RomaBerlino-Salo.

largely -on the eftorts of talented, scholarly catalogers with a thorough
knowledge of the LC-ALA rules and related literature. whether such
catalogers are in sufficient supply is one of the questions raised. by close
scrutiny of the NUC as it now stands.
There is perhaps nothing new in the hope of making the NUC serve
as the most useful cataloging tool. But the editorial siafi of the NUC
should not be the only. body interested in improving the scope and use.
fulness of NUC. American research libraries have just as much responsibility, and it is to their interest to cooperare in proposals that striv6 for
this end.
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A Noteon UniversityInstitutePublications
Jecr A. Cr-,larr, Social Studies Librarian
andWtu,ttrrr H. Percn, Documents Librarian
Uniaersity of Wisconsin Library
the increase in cooperative and interdisciplinary research on
\[/ITH
campuses,instiiutes of a more or lessp.r*un"nt character
|
{,university
have become increasingly common. Though many suih centers by reason
of the importance of their studies or the r6tnr. oi their authors achieve a
national reputation, the great majority are formed to investigate sub;jects
of local interest and never become widely known. To locate ind identify
the_published reports of their researchis a task which frequently frustrates
both reference and acquisition librarians.

lege_-catalogs,
and there is no adequare directory to rhese organizations.
Bibliographic coverage of institute publications is uneven with the best

Editor's note: The ALA RTSD Acquisirions poliry and Researchcommittee is now
working on the question of standing orders for proceedingsof symposia,conferences,etc.,
which meet irregularly and in various places.
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Useof SerialShelving
Numbersin the
NationalLibraryof Medicine
Er-raxon R. HasnNc
Assistant Chief , Catalog Diuisi'on
National Library of Medicine
PAPER has been prepared in response to numerous reqYesl:
{-IHIS
I U.ut the Library publish an exposition on its use of serial "shelving"
numbers.

aista brasileira de oftalmologia);43 entries beginning Revista de medicina;
entries
76 entries beginning Revisti m€dica de; and literally hundreds of

ber is assigned from the first entry cataloged (which may or may not rePresent the first form published.) 3) This "title" or "shelving" number is retained as long as the volume numbering continues regardless of the number of entry changes which may occur in the meantime.
In line with the Library's broad definition of serials noted above,
serials are divided into five categories: serial publications of medical im-
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bers was found. shelving numbers were written on some of the seriars
catds,-not on every card but on representative card.s,so as to control the
spread of the numbers through the whole group which would fall under
the same two-letter combination
The basic plan for rhe numbering is simple:
r. The first two letters of the entry (not an article) are used, e.g., ME
for Medicine.
e. The numbers ror-ggg are used under each two-letter combination,
except when the Library has more than 5oo entries under the same twoletter combination, two to five numbers (rr-ggggg) may be used depending upon the number of entries involved.
3. The numbers are used in the same manner as Cutter numbers, being expanded and filed as decimal numbers.
The following list is presented to demonstrate the acrual application
of the numbering scheme.
Wr RE
RE
RE
RE
RE

4r8g
4rg
4r9e
4ze5
4ez5

RE
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE

4e85
4e89
4rg8
6o4
6o45
6o48

RE 6o5
.

RE 6o9

Revista de los hospitales
Revista de medicina (MCxico)
Revista de medicina (Recife, Brazil)
Revista de medicina aplicada a los deportes
Medicina del deporte y del trabajo
(Note: Continues previous title)
Revista de medicina legal
Revista de medicina legal, criminologia . . .
Revista de medicina legal y jurisprudencia. . .
Revista mCdica (Bogotd)
Revista m€dica (MCxico)
Revista mCdica (Quito) Official organ of the Asociaci6n
M€dica de Quito
Revista m€dica (Quito) Organ of the Asociaci6n Escuela
de Medicina of the Universidad Central
(Note:'This was first title cataloged, therefore, the shelving
numbers for the orher entries were adjusted to fit them
into the scheme alphabetically by place of publication)
Revista mCdica da aerondutica
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of
Cataloging
"FolkMusic"on Records
SHBnvrnNAr.lonnsoN
P hon or ecor d Cat aI oger, D etro i,t P ub li c .Li b rary

The decision to so define Folk music was a major one. It did not occur before there had been discussions with the Chief of the Music and
Drama Department; his assent was secured in restricting the meaning of
the term. f-he d.finition of Folk music was communicated to the Music
and Drama Department in order to inform the reference librarians what
FoLK MUSIcwonld contain and what it would not contain. This was necesall primitive and
sary because, in popular usage, "folk music" 1tt6'1sdes
exotic music in addition to the Folk music recognized as such by scholars,

erence would be ill-advised:
FOLK

MUSIC

see also
MUSIC, ORIENTAL
MUSIC, PRIMITIVE

Therefore, the following scopenote was prepared:
FOLK MUSIC

Here are entered recordings of European and American folk music,
and folk music which has been influenced by the musical culture of the
Western World.
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For recordings oI folk music of the American Indians s€€, €.9.r TNDIANS
OF NORTH AMERICA_MUSIC.

For recordingsof other folk music see,e.g.,MUsIc,AFRIcAN;
MUsrc-AsIA.
Folk music could not be so defined {or recordings is to correspond with
popular usage because books describing the same kind of material that
is now available on recordings had previously been cataloged with subject
entry under MUSIc.Since books about Chinese music had been entered under ltusrc, cHINEsE,quite obviously, recordings of Chinese music should be
entered with the same subject heading. The possibility of changing the
subject entry from MUSrcto FoLK MUSrc,for the books about Oriental and
primitive music, was not considered. In the first place, it would be incorrect to make the change, and, in the second place, at the Detroit Public
Library, subject heading used for recordings are to have the same meanq
ings as those used for books and scores.
The decision to define Folk music in the manner described above was
both a practical and a reasonable one. For example, the phonorecord
cataloger should not spend his time trying to determine which music of
India is classical, which is folk, and which is popular; people from India,
who could be expected to know the difference, might not be able to tell
him. Alain Dani6lou, Professor of Music at the University of Benares and
author, says that "in India it is not easy to separate folk music from art
music."6 It certainly is not easy for a cataloger in America to do it, and
the small amount of Indic music on records would indicate no good reason for trylng to make the separation.
It is scarcely possible to describe a "folk music" record satisfactorily
and choose efiective subjects for it without listening to it, preferably all
of it. (If they wish to avoid ludicrous mistakes, phonorecord catalogers
are obliged to listen to all music on records which is unfamiliar to the*m.)
This is true because the pertinent printed information is not always complete. For example, one may not be informed that a particular choral
otganizaion consists only of women's voices, or that a folk singer is accompanied by guitar or unaccompanied, or that certain folk songs are
performed instrumentally instead of vocally and instrumentally. After a
recording has been heard, the cataloget may go about his business with
some authority.
A performer note is made even though the musicians are usually
anonymous, but a standard form for a good performer note is difficult to
achieve. Sometimes the performer note and contents note can be effectively
combined. They would not usually be combined in caseswhere the names
of all the native instruments employed are easily discovered because the
names of the instruments will then be listed in the performer note and
it will become lengthy enough. A short performer note, which does not
say much but which can be used for most recordings, is the following:
Singers and native instruments.
A formal contents note is seldom made unless the recording consists
solely of Folk songs which are likely to be well known. For moit record-
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ings of "folk music," a cohtents note listing every title on the record would
not give meaningful information. The cataloger can improve the statement of contents by expressing it in his own words, and he should take
this opportunity to provide information which can mean something to
the reader of the card. Sozgs and Dances of Turkey, Folkways FP 8o-r,
contains twenty-two titles. The contents note provided on the catalog
card for the record is as follows:
Contains folk music, popular music, classical music, and
martial music.
When the title of a recording designates only the name of some huge
geographical area, a note is given on the card which tells pr-eciselywhere
ifre m.sic was recorded. Th; following note was made for the recording,
Indian Folh Musi.c,Columbia SL et5:
Most of the recordings were made in the region of Benares
or in Madras.

of the slipcase.
For recordings of performances by anonymous musicians, the main
entry is given to the nlme of the person who has recorded the music in
the field. He is not considered to be a mere technician. There are now
five main entries for Laura Boulton in the catalog, and each one is for a
recording of music which she originally captured. Laura Boulton is a
musicologist,? and it is difficult to see how she could avoid exercising the
functions of a selector and a collector when she is recording "folk music."
At least half of the recordings recently cataloged were of music collected by men whose names were already entered in the catalog as authors.
As a rule, they were not authors of books about music only; they also
wrote books in the fields of anthropology and social science. Ilowever, one
had written a book on Platonism and had recorded Greek folk music; another had compiled a llanun6o and English dictionary and had recorded
primitive Hanun6o music from the Philippines. It might serve no purpose to bring out these names in the catalog of an independent music li'
brary, but in a metropolitan public library there could be no question
about doing so.
Whether the recording is given subject entry under FoLK MUSIc or
under Musrc, it will also be given entry under DANcEMUSICtoo if that
subject heading is appropriate. The titles given to recordings of "folk
music" do not always indicate that the recordings contain dance music,
.66

ject heading from rlalrunco (sur;ncr). No entry was made under cANTE
HoNDo because the Catalog Department could. not find sufficient proof
that flamenco and cante hondo^ are synonymous terrns as is frequently
claimed.

rt_has always seemed fairly easy to draw the line between vocar music
and dance music where serious music was concerned. where Folk music

EASTERN
2nd Muslc-4srA, wESTERNare examples of what is in use. The
music of India had been entered under uusic, HTNDU.Later the use of

vrusrc and FoLK MUSrc are seldom subdivided by the names of in-
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dividual islands belonging to groups of islands; a recording of Jamaican
music was entered under r.orx MUlrc-wES INDIES.Needless to say, if a
book or score had been entered under FSLK MUSIS,JAMAI6AN' then the
recording would have been entered under that heading as-well. Since it
Irappens that Bali and Haiti ale particularly rich in musical activity, a
or MUSrc
caialoger may wish to use subject headings like uusrc, BALTNESE
e'g':
needed,
are
-totit.
"te"
references
ilso"
use
th.-,
ff hb aecides to
MUSIC,

INDONESIAN

see also
MUSIC, BALINESE

for music of large, well-known areas, but no subdivisions using the names
of these areas hid been made. If the subdivisions had been made for the

Folk music of the Afrikanders; however, it only ser-vesas the entry for the

be desirable if this subject heading were made as specific as another one,
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humanistic in a variety of ways. With recordings one can trace the history
of the African art: its place of origin; its transport ro tropical America; its
survival there in primitive form; lts mixture with Western music to form
calypso and steel drum music; and at present irs return to the West African Coast as a kind of popular or folk music. Sometimes it is possible to
enter "folk music" recordings under nonmusical subject headings, such
as HINDUTSM,
vooDoorsM, and nnvrvers. All of which often makes the cataloging of these recordings fascinating provided that one listens to them
too.
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A SubjectIndexto the
NationalUnionCatalog*
GBoRcr A. ScswncrvrANN,JR.
Chief,Union CatalogDiuisi.on
Library of Congress
|TIHE
NEED for a subject approach to the materials included in the
I National Union Catalog has been felt for a long time, but especially
since 1956, when current monographs catalogued by the major research libraries of the United States were included in The National Union CataIog; a Cumulati.ve Author List.It doesnot appear to be feasible ar the present time to publish a subject key to the entire, or "retrospective" union
catalog, i.e., the materials published before 1956,due to the economic and
editorial problems connected with it. Even the publication of these titles
in author arrangement is still far from becoming a fact. Nevertheless, it is
believed that a beginning could be made towards a subject key by providing a subject approach to the current monographic materials that will be
cataloged by all important research libraries in the U.S.A.
* Paper read at the meeting of the ALA Committee on Resources of American Libraries, Subcommittee on the National Union Catalog, San Francisco, July r8, 1958.
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With this consideration in mind, the ALA Committee on Resources of
American Libraries and its Subcommittee on the National Union Catalog

prepared a plan, without financial commitment, to undertake this project'
The outlines of the proposed Index, though in no way definite or final,
and subject to approval or change, might be stated as follows:
The proposed publication is not designed to eliminate or to replace
present bibliographical controls in the form of card catalogs in the Li-

would be self*upporting.

quarterly cumulations. The quarterly pattern was Preferr€d by several
Iibrarians consulted. Such a publication should start out on a current
basis,probably with January r 96o, which would be the earliest publication
date possible in view of the necessarysteps for procuring financial support, hiring of stafi, etc.
It might be possible to pick up at a later date all imprints of t956 to
rg5g that will have been published in the National Union Catalog.
If a subject index to the National Union Catalog could be developed,
the Library of Congress Catalog-Boohs: Subiects, in its present fonn,
would disappear with the end of rg59, which is the closing year of its
second quinquennial cumulation.
The scope of the new publication has not definitely been decided. It
has been suggestedthat the new putrlication should be limited to the currently catalogued 1956 and later monographic imprints, or to all 19'56and
later imprints (even serials) if the non-monographic materials are rePresented by LC printed cards. It would also be possible to continue the inclusion of all materials with rq45 and later imprint date, if represented by
LC printed cards, a feature of the present Books: Subiects which would
mak-e the Subiect Index a mixture of a union catalog and a Library of
Congresssubject catalog.
The first or second alternative would reflect a better defined scope,the
third choice would involve a haphazard element, namely, whether tC
happened to process a title published subsequent to rg4b. The Subiect
-70

Index could continue the principle of all-inclusivenessof Books: Subiects,

be prohibitive for the publication of such a Subiect Index.
It is a controversial question whether see refetences and see also reterencesas used in a subject heading system should be included, or whether

nology used in Subject Headings.

all cases.
The publication would be produced in the same form as Boohs: Subjects, i.e., cards would be mounted, overlapping, on cardboard, and reproduced, in a reduction, by photo-ofiset. Each page would show 36 to
39
entries, depending upon whether a monthly (quarterly) issueor an annuil
cumulation is considered. '
The anticipated subscription price of the Subject Index would amount
to about $+5o-$booper year, based on a minimum of 5oo subscriptions. On
the basis of r,ooo subscriptions the cosr per copy would be about $25o.

'

7l

The proposed Subiect Ind.ex would. serve libraries and scholars alike
in providing a subject bibliography covering in gng arTangement books
and pamphGts, rrade publicationi, government publications, dissertations,
languages,includall rdrrE,u4E,cDj
du
pubiications oI
of learneo
learned socle[les,
societies,l[in practically
and
and puDlrcauons
Praclrcduy

ing eyrillic, Far Eastern,etc. It would s€rveas a key for research,library

acquisitions, and book selection on a scaleand current status never accompliihed before. The cooperation of all libraries in contributing informaiion and financial support by subscription would be 16eded to make such
a tool successful.The present remarks are intended i\serve as an intro:
duction to the problems and as a basis for wider discussion.

Expert Serai.ceon

MAGAZINESUBSCRIPTIONS
for

AI.I.I.IBRARIES
,'

toxon'slibrorionsGuide
free on request
a
For the very best subscriPtion
service at competitive pricesask about our Till Forbidden
plan.

a

C0.,lNC.
F.W.FAXoN
83-91 Froncis Street Boston 15, Mqss.

Confinuous librcry Service
Since 1886

CEN T RA LI ZED PROCESS/NG
Copies of the Summer 1958 issue of LRTS (v,2 t9. 9) are available at $r'e5
each (or $r.oo each for 5 or-more) from Mrs. Orcena Mahoney, Executive Secretary of RTSD, Americin Library Association, 5o East Fluron St', Chicago t r'
Illinois.
This issue featured papers on centralized or regional processing, inclu{ing
"Guidelines for Establisiring a Centralized Library Processing Center" prepared
by Evelyn Day Mullen, Libiary Extension Specialist, Library Services Branch of
the U. S. Office of Education.
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